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. Q: WCF HTTP Error 500.19 - Internal Server Error I have
a new Website published on IIS and I am trying to add a
service reference to a class from that site. When I click

the "Add Service Reference" I get the following: The
address is not valid The URL that I copied there does not
work - it tells me that the service is down. I was able to
add service references in the past without problems. A:
Your WCF service is not able to communicate with itself

over HTTP because your Web.config file is not configured
properly. You will need to update the web.config file and

add the following section: ... Also, see this SO post, it
might be useful to you. EDIT: To update your

configuration, make sure you select "Update Web Site"
from the Add Service Reference Dialog. Q: Need

feedback for Apify chrome extension I need feedback on
my chrome extension developed using the Apify API. I'm

new to this process so I would be happy if someone is
willing to give some useful feedback on the Apify chrome

extension. Would be nice to gather some feedback
about: How it works with apify.com? Implementation of
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the Apify API on my side? Things you'd like to improve. --
Thanks A: I'm glad you decided to share your work with
us all. How it works with apify.com? First, please support

the Apify API docs: There is a whole Apify API
Documentation at There is very complex Apify API docs.

Apify provides a rather long list of methods, events,
properties etc. in order to assist you with different

scenarios. In addition to the Apify API docs there is some
good documentation on the Apify docs, and you can find
the Apify C# API there. Basically, you can use the Apify
API in your chrome extension to perform any Apify API
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